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Election Rules and Interpretation 
 

Introduction 

This document outlines: 

1) What the election rules are and how they will be applied 
2) What will happen if the rules are broken (by you or anyone else)   

The rules are divided into two sections: Principle Rules and Behavioural Rules.  
 
Principle Rules  
 
Students’ Union elections are a legal process, as part of the Education Act (1994). The 
principle rules cover the core principles of fairness and respect, ensuring that our elections 
are run in accordance with the requirements of the law: 
 

“appointment to major union offices should be by election in a secret ballot in which 
all members are entitled to vote;” and 

 
“the governing body should satisfy themselves that the elections are fairly and 
properly conducted” - s.22 (2) (d) and (e) Education Act (1994) 

 
Behavioural Rules 
 
The behavioural rules cover the things that you can and cannot do as part of your campaign. 
These rules are not designed to limit your imagination, creativity or campaigning – they are 
simply in place to ensure that the election is fair – for both voters and candidates.  

Overview of the rules 

 Do not do/use anything that another candidate could not do/use. 

 Treat all students and staff with respect. 

 No acting as a Returning Officer (including no use of your own device to canvass 
votes) 

 Only candidates who are society/student group executive members registered 
with MDXSU may use society/student group mailing lists to campaign 

 Posters, stickers and promotional materials are only to be put up on approved 
spaces and walls 

 No campaigning in the library or religious spaces 

 Candidates may spend up to £40, with up to £20 being reimbursed by MDXSU on 
the submission of receipts 

 Candidates may not use purple coloured t-shirts or clothing in their campaigning 

 Candidates may not campaign near ballot stations 
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Principle Rules  

Principle Rule 1: Do not do/use anything that another candidate 
could not do/use 

This is for equality of opportunity; i.e. 

 no freebies or deals that someone else couldn’t get (equality of opportunity); 
 no expenditure someone else couldn’t afford (stay in budget); 

You should only use materials that are acquired fairly, and which are accessible to all other 
students. For example, if you use campaign materials that were given to you at a discount 
price which other students would not be able to access, this would be in breach of the rules. 
In this case, candidates may have a nominal cost attached by the Returning Officer, thereby 
reducing their campaign budget, or in extreme cases be excluded from the election.  

For the same reason;  
 
Only candidates who are society/student group executive members registered with 
MDXSU may use society/student group mailing lists to campaign.  
 
To be clear; if you are a candidate and you hold an executive position in a society or a 
student group that is part of MDXSU (i.e. Society President, Liberation Leader), then you are 
allowed to email/message the student group about your candidacy using the official mailing 
list. You may not email the members of societies/student groups of which you are not an 
executive member.   
 
It is advisable not to overuse this method of campaigning as it may create a negative 
atmosphere about your campaign and potentially lose you votes. The same is true of all 
online communication methods.  
 
To be clear, by extension, this is interpreted to include:  
 

1) Facebook groups for societies, as these often act in place of mailing lists 
2) WhatsApp or other communications groups set up with the intention of being the 

official group chat/mailing list of such a society/student group 
3) Societies, liberation assemblies, sports teams, student leaders and academic courses 

– i.e. groups of students whose data is collected for a specific purpose which is not 
election related.  

Principle Rule 2: Treat all other students and staff with respect 

This is for professional behaviour; i.e. 

 It covers the acceptable behaviour part of the constitution, bye-laws and the Equal 
Opportunities Policy, 
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 It is about behaving in an ethical and socially acceptable way, 
as well as staying within the laws on equality, 

 It covers honesty: i.e. being honest about broken rules, even if 
they were broken by someone else in your name. Remember 
that your campaign team are acting on your behalf. If someone 
else breaks the rules on your behalf, only you can be held 
accountable for this, so make sure that everyone who is campaigning for you 
knows the rules and works within them. If a rule is broken on your behalf by 
someone else, tell us as soon as possible. Honesty may be punished less severely 
than dishonesty.  

Since this is an MDXSU election bound by law which also has to satisfy the University then 
we (as MDXSU) are also obliged to follow our own policy as set down in our Bye-Laws and 
laws which practically apply such as the Equality Act 2010.  
 
Behavioural Rules 

1. No acting as a Returning Officer 
a) Lobbying university staff for use of student mailing lists is not allowed  
b) You must not use your own device to receive votes 

2. Posters, stickers and promotional materials are only to be put up on approved 
spaces and walls during the election – candidates will be notified of approved 
spaces prior to the election 

3. No campaigning in the library or religious spaces.  
4. Candidates may spend up to £40 for full-time positions and £20 for part-time 

positions (£20 reimbursed by MDXSU on the presentation of receipts) 
5. Candidates may not use purple clothing as part of their campaign  
6. Candidates may not campaign near ballot stations 

 

Behavioural Rule 1: No acting as a returning officer 

The Returning Officer (the named official whose oversight ensures the election is free and 
fair), the MDXSU staff supporting them, are the only individuals expected to act in a neutral 
way during the period of the election since they are accountable to the University itself, NUS 
as national monitor and the Law through the application of s.22 Education Act.  
 
Since these people are acting neutrally they are the only ones who should be engaged in the 
process of receiving votes and supporting voters, ensuring and monitoring fairness, and 
counting the ballots for the result. They are also the only people who can answer questions 
regarding fairness – if you have any questions, always direct these to the Assistant Returning 
officer via studentvoice@mdx.ac.uk for a definitive response.  
 
 MDXSU staff handle election publicity; 

 Candidates may not email all students. 

mailto:studentvoice@mdx.ac.uk
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Emailing students through University lists by lobbying University list 
managers is not allowed; MDXSU does not control those lists and 
University staff cannot and should not influence the election of a 
candidate. 
 
MDXSU staff handle voter registration and ballot acceptance; 

 No use of your own iPad, laptop or any electronic device to take votes, or any 
other forms of coercion. 

Use of your own devices to canvas for votes is an abuse of the voting system and an abuse 
of the democratic process. Doing so constitutes a gross breach of fairness and will be a 
disqualifiable offence. It can also be seen as coercion, i.e. putting pressure on a candidate to 
vote for you, which is not allowed under any circumstances. 
 
If you as a candidate, or someone acting on your behalf, stands with or talks to a voter while 
they are casting their vote, this could be seen as coercion and the validity of that vote could 
come into question.  
 
Since the rules of a secret ballot demand that we do not know which student voted for 
which candidate, we could not possibly remove only that individual ballot in order to restore 
fairness. This is why disqualification applies to this rule - in the event that this kind of 
behaviour comes to light the entire election may have to be scrapped and re-run to 
guarantee fairness. This would cost MDXSU money and directly affect student support, staff 
time, student time and credibility - it’s about the worst thing we can imagine happening in 
terms of the ballot itself.  
 
Behavioural Rule 2:  

1. Posters, stickers and promotional materials are only to be put up on approved 
spaces and walls during the election – candidates will be notified of approved 
spaces prior to the election 

Posters, stickers and promotional materials are only to be put up on approved spaces, 
boards and walls. Candidates will receive a briefing of approved spaces prior to the election. 
 
MDXSU staff will handle all publicity in the Quad and Atrium. This is space for candidates to 
be active and campaign, but not to display materials, except on designated poster boards. 
 
The university operate a no poster policy on any internal walls. In order to continue to work 
with the University in delivering elections that we can all be proud of, not only are we 
supporting the “no poster” rule, but if you breach it then any fine the University imposes 
will be against you as an individual, not against MDXSU.  
 
Candidates are reminded of laws regarding fly-posting on public and private property and 
any fly-posting will not be tolerated and will be deemed a breach of this behavioural rule. 
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No publicity should be placed on any surface that is not an approved 
space either on the university campus site or in the local Hendon area, 
including University Halls of Residence. 
Behavioural Rule 3: No campaigning in the library or religious spaces 
 
Absolutely no campaigning in the library or the religious spaces on 
campus is allowed. This is so that the key purpose and freedom to religious practice is 
maintained. 
 
Behavioural Rule 4: Candidates may spend up to £40, with up to £20 being reimbursed by 
MDXSU 

 
No candidate may spend more than £40 on their election. No later than one hour after the 

closing of polling, all candidates must bring receipts to the union detailing their expenditure 

on campaign materials. Funds of up to £20 will be reimbursed by MDXSU. Spending more 

than £40 may result in disqualification. This is to ensure equality of opportunity.   

 

All elections publicity should contain the name of one candidate only. You may not use your 

elections publicity to publicise another students’ candidacy for any position. This is to 

provide a clear distinction between individual election campaigns if rules are broken and 

when calculating campaign expenditure. It allows the Returning Officer to be very clear 

which candidate any material refers to for the purposes of fairness. 

If you make use of any special deals/offers/assistance to help fund campaign materials, you 
must prove that this would be available to any student. If, for example, a relative runs a 
print shop and offers to print all of your t-shirts for free, this clearly would not be available 
to other students, so the Returning Officer may allocate a nominal cost for this which would 
be removed from your £40 budget. In extreme circumstances, this may result in your 
exclusion from the election. Always check before taking advantage of any deals.  
 
Behavioural Rule 5: Candidates may not use purple clothing as part of their campaigning  

In order to ensure fairness in the election, MDXSU staff must be clearly visible as impartial 
election agents. MDXSU staff will be wearing MDXSU branded purple t-shirts and 
sweatshirts throughout the election. Any candidate or their campaign teams wearing this 
colour could, therefore: 

a) Cause confusion among voters  
b) Create an appearance of partiality  

Therefore candidates or anyone campaigning on their behalf may not use this colour as part 
of their campaign.  

Behavioural Rule 6: Candidates may not campaign at or near ballot stations  
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There will be ballot stations in the Quad, Grove, MDX House and 
Williams Building throughout voting week. While candidates are 
encouraged to campaign actively in these places, you are not 
permitted to do so in close proximity to the ballot stations. This is to 
maintain the secrecy of the ballot and ensure comfort for voters. 

 “Close proximity” will be defined at the discretion of staff working on the ballot stations 
depending on how busy the stations are/length of queues. As a general principle, if you are 
close enough to speak to a voter or overhear a conversation that they are having with an 
election agent, then you are too close to the ballot station.  

Any candidate who is asked to move away from the ballot stations should do so 
immediately. 

 

Penalties for breaking the rules 

MDXSU election rules are absolute. The punishment for breaking them or acting against 
implicit intention of the rules as outlined in this document will be disqualification from the 
elections. 

“The returning officer is in post to guarantee that they are happy that the Union can 

report the election as secret, that all members were entitled to vote and that the election 

was conducted in a fair manner.”  Education Act 1994 

The MDXSU constitution and Bye-Laws apply to everyone during any election, as do any 
breaches of the University Disciplinary Code or the laws of the UK, including the Education 
Act 1994 as cited above. All of these may carry complete disqualification as a consequence. 

If you believe that a candidate has broken the rules, this should be reported to the member 

of MDXSU staff appointed as the Deputy Returning Officer (in this case the Head of Student 

of Voice) in accordance with the Complaints Procedure. Serious complaints will be passed to 

the Returning Officer (an external person from the National Union of Students, in this case 

Peter Robertson) for review and if necessary, on to the Appeals Officer (a senior member of 

Middlesex University staff, in this case Sue Bailey, Deputy Academic Registrar). 

 

In the case of total disqualification, the Appeals Officer will be asked to rule on the 

seriousness of the breach before a candidate is disqualified. The decision is not subject to 

appeal since it is made by persons outside of MDXSU and with whom final responsibility for 

the free and fair running of the election lies in law, and is therefore neutral and accountable 

beyond question.  
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